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ABSTRACT

The École Polytechnique de Montréal has integrated an approach of teamwork in its twelve engineering programs, in the bachelor's degree program since 2005. Students must take a compulsory 45 hour course on teamwork and are then accompanied with team coaching throughout the four years program, in all the engineering integration projects. These integration projects are generally ones in which, over a session, the students work in teams to conceive an engineering project. Within the framework of these projects (1 per year), a group communication specialist meets every team for approximately 60 minutes. This process promotes the transfer of the accumulated knowledge acquired in the teamwork course to their projects and helps identify the group processes at play in their teamwork dynamics. The objective pursued by this conference is to present the innovative formula used by the École Polytechnique de Montréal and to demonstrate by clear examples how it allows the development of skills in teamwork in all the scientific disciplines.

1 Introduction

Private and public organizations are in full mutation. The growing complexities of the work environment are causing such great changes that it is difficult for someone to manage, elaborate solutions and to make decisions on their own. More and more, the working world is using collaborative-style management; multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary teams seem to be becoming the norm (Federman-Stein 2000). In Québec, as elsewhere in North America, the engineering world has transformed itself in recent years. Where once the engineer worked alone, there is now a team. The expectations of the engineering milieu in regards to work team competencies are becoming more demanding. That explains why certain engineering programs are looking to integrate group work training. The production of work in teams within courses has grown in popularity because it allows the integration of pedagogical approaches that correspond to the expectations of the workplace (Federman-Stein 2000). Therefore, it has become important to explore the conditions that will allow the integration of new competencies and pedagogical approaches in team work in engineering schools.

In 2003, the École Polytechnique de Montréal integrated, entirely and massively, in the course curriculum for the students of 12 of its undergraduate programs, some teaching methods linked to the needs of the job market. Among the objectives of its new training project, put in place since 2005, the will to reinforce the development of team work abilities is certainly considered to be a priority. Interpersonal abilities were identified as one of the necessary strengths of the specifications of the training project. Since 2006, 2 credits have been accorded for the integration
of teamwork and interpersonal communications courses in the undergraduate programs, which demonstrates to students that these competencies are of the utmost importance in their training to become engineers.

A 45 hour mandatory course is the foundation of a team coaching over a 4 year period in every engineering integration project. A team of specialists in interpersonal communication and small groups are responsible for teaching the courses and the monitoring of the teams in their integration projects. This innovative and personal approach aims to motivate students to put into practice these skills and this approach can be applied to disciplines as varied as Design, Computer Science, Engineering, and even Ergonomics.

2. Teamwork Courses at the École Polytechnique de Montréal

Teamwork provides individuals with the opportunity to get to know themselves better, to use their leadership, to take on responsibilities in relation to others, to promote their ideas and points of view, to open up to others, to listen and question the ideas of others. Reaching these objectives necessitates, however, an openness and effort on the part of the students. Our experience has shown us that to simply ask a group of students to execute a task and produce a report does not guarantee that the group will reach their objectives. To develop this type of ability, the students have to learn to concentrate not only on the task to be accomplished, but also on themselves, on the interactions and the group dynamics taking place in their work groups. The development of introspection seems to be essential to provoking the change and the awakening of a level of consciousness that is necessary for collaboration (Young 2002). The students must learn to look at each other, to question themselves while identifying their strengths and weaknesses (individual and team) and to determine objectives for realistic, concrete changes to develop their abilities and eventually their competencies.

2.1 An Experiential Approach Oriented towards Change

A founding principle underlying the training is the idea that through experience comes knowledge. We can link this to the idea that comes from Confucius, “I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.” Each class begins with a practical activity that places the student in a difficult situation that necessitates the use of interpersonal skills and/or teamwork. The experience facilitates the emergence of certain phenomena that are then discussed as a group and colored with numerous examples drawn from the engineering milieu. We have established that the student, who has lived the situation, is able to grasp the depth and importance of the notions that they are taught. As a result, the concepts generally associated with human science are transferred through practice and are, generally, no longer considered as an abstract idea by the students. That is why the pedagogy of this type of training combines a practical dimension and a theoretical dimension. The learning objectives are at once both of a cognitive and behavioral nature, of the order of knowledge, of know-how and inter-personal skills. This enunciation aims to allow students to learn cognitively and experientially from these phenomena and to develop their reading capacity and develop certain skills in action.

Therefore, the development of teamwork skills at the Polytechnique de Montréal stems not from technical learning but through experience. This type of training implies a modification of attitudes, beliefs and personal values demanding a strong involvement from the students. As is the modern tendency in teaching, our methods are student-centered and require a great deal of involvement on their part (Assister 1995).
Kegan (1994) states that the complexities of today's world and the need of the working world necessitate, beyond new skills, the attainment of a higher level of consciousness, that is to say, a change in the way we interpret and react to our world. Young (2002), for his part, affirms that "transformational" leadership, is strongly linked to the level of consciousness of management. It is they who are capable of considering a multitude of points of view, since they can take into consideration that various interpretations of the same event can be simultaneously valid. They adopt a systematic mentality, looking for interdependencies rather than the relationships of cause and effect and focus not only on results, but also on the process (Cook-Greuter 2001). While seeking the development of a higher level of consciousness and the skills that appear to flow there from, three principles are at the base of the team work training: 1) we learn in interaction, 2) we can improve our abilities while experimenting with new behaviors and asking our colleagues for feedback, 3) we develop our level of consciousness and our reflex to improve as we engage in a process of self and group analysis, as well as identifying and practicing our objectives of change. Hence, the courses affect the whole person, their way of knowing, doing and being and are part of a short, medium and long-term process.

2.2 Some Concepts Taught and their Objectives

Two important interdependent themes are touched upon in the 45 hour training through teamwork. Firstly, some concepts linked to interpersonal communication are presented: mental models (mental maps), perceptions, emotional and relational intelligence, listening, critical and constructive feedback and conflict management (Bohm and Nichol 1996, Cormier 2004, Caruso and Salovey 2004, Wind and Crook 2005, Weisinger 2006, Goleman 2009). We consider these skills to be the foundation of collaborative team behavior. Secondly, the concepts associated with the literature are addressed in small groups through team work: some models of small teams, the characteristics of a team, norms, roles, modes of interaction, facilitation, cohesion, power and leadership (Bormann 1975, Tuckman 1977, Arrow, McGrath and Berdahl 2000, Saint-Charles and Mongeau 2006, Landry 2007). These notions foster understanding of group dynamics, important elements that it is composed of, and its management.

2.2.1 Mental Models

For Wind and Cook (2005), mental models represent the way that we look at the world. This mental map helps us to orient our way of entering into communication, of understanding and seizing the world. A reflection on the influence of our mental models allows a transformation of our beliefs and assumptions that underlie our decisions and our openness to the ideas of others. Since we forget that we function with mental models, the objective is to remind ourselves that we do not deal directly with reality. As the Talmud says, we do not live in the world as it is, but rather as we are. Take the example of a student who is not able to understand that his interpretation of a conflict situation in a team is nothing more than a hypothesis among many - that his understanding greatly relies on his mental models that stem from his past experiences, his values, his emotions, etc. - he risks being stuck in his position and closed to the resolution of the problem. Newburg and Waldman (2006) argue, as well, that if we are conscious that our mental model is nothing more than a hypothesis, a "guess", then we can remain open to the opinions and points of view of others without feeling threatened or upset. They add that the development of a holistic and systemic vision, as well as links to be made between our mental models and our perceptions, allow the team members to reach the state necessary to be disposed to the development of a common intelligence. Thus, the members of the team are no longer in opposition to one and other, they perceive each other as allies and can make discoveries or make decisions that, individually, they would not be able to.
Like these authors, we believe that to make room for a real collaborative effort with others, it is necessary to approach it through the development of this awakening to the awareness that our manner of interpreting is simply one of many possible ways that are just as valid (Cook-Greuter 2001). The latter also promotes a greater sensitivity in the student in terms of the effect of their behavior on others and the effect that the behavior of others has on them. Furthermore, we think that the capacity to practice active listening, to develop emotional intelligence, to give and receive critical and constructive feedback, as well as resolving conflicts, depends largely on the awareness and the development of a holistic and systemic vision of the group.

2.2.2 Group Models
A model is a representation of the organization or the workings of something. This representation is generally proposed in the form of words and images. A road map, for example, will allow a driver to follow the main roads and find their way. It serves them, in a way, as a landmark, as a guide. Moreover, explaining the workings of the group demands the use of a representation of its principle elements and their function. The purpose of a group model, its usefulness, is to illustrate how a group is organized, and how its different elements interact with each other without, however, claiming to represent all of its complexity. Even if these models have their limits, they still facilitate a certain adaptation and intervention in the reality they represent. To establish a useful tool, we could say that a model, as a conceptual system, must meet a certain number of criteria. Firstly, it must organize the entirety of the data of the literature in a pertinent fashion. Secondly, its statements must be linked to our intersubjective experience of reality. Lastly, its hypotheses must be verifiable and modifiable (Saint-Charles and Mongeau 2006). We can add that “a good model is one that is capable of orienting the action” (Miles and Huberman 1994).

In the team work part of the course, we present 3 models of small groups capable of orienting the action: a 5 stage linear model (Tuckman 1977), a systemic model in 3 zones (Landry 2007) and a “constructivist” model of structures and functions (Saint-Charles and Mongeau 2006). Tuckman’s model offers the first milestones for the understanding of the development of group dynamics. Figure 1 shows group development in 5 stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1- Forming</th>
<th>2- Storming</th>
<th>3- Forming</th>
<th>4- Performing</th>
<th>5- Adjourning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Courtesy, prudence, avoidance of serious confrontation, little definition of roles and dependence on the leader.</td>
<td>Tensions, confrontations, criticisms, defining of group objectives and the formation of cliques and struggles for power.</td>
<td>Defining of roles and duties, consolidation of the “rules of the game”, greater listening, cooperation, collaboration and involvement.</td>
<td>Confidence, interdependence, equilibrium of the group between its task and people-related goals, challenges and creativity. Many teams never reach this stage.</td>
<td>End of the task, disengagement, diverse climate, anxiety, deception or relief. The author reminds us of the importance of paying particular attention to ending the life of a group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Tuckman’s Stages

The interesting thing about the Tuckman’s model is that it allows a team to quickly situate itself in its development. It provides the team with the basic information to understand what is problematic in its current functioning and what can be done to improve it. For example, a newly formed team could, by identifying what characterizes stage 3 of the model, give itself the means to reach it more quickly. If, in the norming stage, the rules of the game are clear, cohesion is good and each
A member's role is clearly defined; it is the inverse for the forming stage, associated at the beginning of the life of the group. In fact, the latter is defined by a lack of clarity of the roles and the norms and a lack of cohesion that is displayed in the form of an exaggerated level of prudence in the members who fear to clearly state what they truly think. The team can decide, as a strategy of change, to discuss its norms and roles, so as to make them explicit for everyone in the group to improve its performance. It could decide to organize a lunch or even a group activity to improve the level of cohesion through getting to know each other better. Through these two actions alone, the team can give itself the means to pass through the stages and achieve greater efficiency. This first use of Tuckman's model by the students, sets the necessary foundation for the integration and understanding of the subsequent models (Saint-Charles and Mongeau 2006, Landry 2007), of greater complexity.

### 2.2.3 Proposed Actions for the Development of an Efficient Team Dynamic

A team can define itself according to certain characteristics: 1- small number of members: 3 to 20 (Landry 2007), 2- Face to face interactions, direct communications (Anzieu and Martin 1994, Saint-Charles and Mongeau 2006, Landry 2007), 3- pursuit of goals valorized by members, common objectives (Anzieu and Martin 1994, Saint-Charles and Mongeau 2006, Landry 2007), 4- development of an emotional life (Anzieu and Martin 1982, Mongeau and Saint-Charles 2006, Landry 2007), 5- appearance of norms and roles (Anzieu and Martin 1994, Mongeau and Saint-Charles 2006, Landry 2007) and 6- development of a structure of power (Mongeau and Saint-Charles 2006, Landry 2007). These characteristics and the models that stem from them help in the understanding of the elements at the heart of a group dynamic and its management. Thus, certain behaviors in a team setting are practiced within the framework of our training, in the courses themselves and through the follow up (or monitoring) in the engineering projects:

- agree on a common goal (the what) by clearly defining your tasks, your objectives and the way to attain them.
- develop good organization (the how) and regularly question yourself about it by conducting, among other things, a team feedback session at the end of each reunion on what went well and what needs to be improved.
- establish the working rules, explicit group norms.
- develop links between members, try to develop group cohesion (the climate); by giving, for example, individual and team feedback regularly.
- clearly define each person's role linked to a task and the organization of the task.
- verify the comprehension of the task by insuring that everyone understands what each person's job is by conducting a round table where each member presents the progress in their tasks and their understanding of what remains to be done.
- utilize each member's strengths, starting with the strengths identified by the individuals themselves, or still, by using tools such as group interaction methods (Saint-Charles and Mongeau 2006).

### 3. Monitoring of teams in integration projects

We believe that a 45 hour training course, centered on understanding and experimentation of interpersonal and team work communication phenomena and techniques is essential, but not enough to attain an adequate level of skills and competencies in the domain. This is why this basic training is a cornerstone of the organization and management of team work performed in integration projects, among others. The integration projects are projects of one session in which the students produce a team project in engineering. From the creation of a scale model of a
bridge, to the production of a miniature robot, or even the design of an industrial product, the projects are as varied as the teams. A specialist in communications and team work conducts one visit per team for each integration project and allows the students to perfect their skills in this domain throughout the four years of their training. Figure 2 shows the monitoring of the teams offered in all Engineering programs at the École Polytechnique de Montréal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interventions are done in 3 or 4 integration projects per engineering program:</th>
<th>A specialist does:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Aerospatiale, Biomedical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Geological, Industrial, Computer, Software, Mechanical, Mining Engineering and Engineering Physics. | - One visit per team  
- 45 minutes to an hour of coaching per team  
- Personal interventions for teams in difficulty (conflict)  
- Tool available at the website: www.hpr.polymtl.ca |

Figure 2: monitoring of teams over 4 years

The monitoring is more than a simple managing of work processes and constitutes a central element of team work training. Group phenomena are “complex” because of the singular dynamic of each team; the interaction of the individuals that compose the teams make each unique (Anzieu and Martin 1994, Saint-Charles and Mongeau 2006, Landry 2007). During monitoring, the team work specialist must adapt and put their knowledge of theory and practice of small groups at the service of the team. Together, they bring the complexity of the performance of the team up-to-date. Consequently, the specialist does not make any decisions for the group, does not take on the role played by the team members, but rather supports them and provides the necessary tools to make the best choices for good group performance. Once the monitoring is completed, the team has a more precise vision of their singular dynamic, which promotes understanding and accountability of the students faced with their common tasks and objectives of individual change to be put into practice.

### 3.1 General monitoring

Regular and varied monitoring are offered to the teams all through their studies. Two important types of monitoring are practiced: 1- “general” monitoring (the specialist acts as an instructor) and 2- “crisis management” type monitoring (the specialist acts as a mediator). The latter is offered when major problems arise in the group. “Generous” monitoring is offered to all teams during the integration projects. It promotes the transfer of learning of themes related to team work and the management of the group by team members. To do this, the specialist guides the group to reflect on its own dynamic so that they can assess their strengths as much as their weaknesses that need improvement. To achieve this, the specialist can use different strategies in order to probe the themes associated to each of the monitoring sessions. These strategies gradually touch upon three themes. Figure 3 presents the sequence of the themes covered during the monitoring sessions over the four year period.

Time management, work planning, separation of tasks, physical and material organization, appearance and maintenance of norms related roles.

Cohesion, roles related to emotions, creation of sub-groups and their impact, effects on climate and common goals, emotional norms, listening in groups and resolution of problems.

Equilibrium of the three dimensions (organization, emotions, power/leadership), methods of interaction, roles and tasks, leadership, group culture and norms.

Equilibrium of the three dimensions (organization, emotions, power/leadership), methods of interaction, roles and tasks, leadership, group culture and norms.

**Objectives:**
- Understanding the direct effects of this organization on efficiency and productivity of the group.
- Understanding the direct effects of good management of the climate on the efficiency of group performance.
- Understanding the direct effects of an overview of the group dynamics and the application of concrete actions to affect change in the efficiency and performance of the group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives: understanding the direct effects of this organization on the efficiency and productivity of the group</th>
<th>Objectives: understanding the direct effects of good management of the climate on the efficiency of group performance.</th>
<th>Objectives: understanding the direct effects of an overview of the group dynamics and the application of concrete actions to affect change in the efficiency and performance of the group.</th>
<th>Objectives: understanding the direct effects of an overview of the group dynamics and the application of concrete actions to affect change in the efficiency and performance of the group.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 3: three types of “generous” monitoring

The sequence of the monitoring sessions has been elaborated with the goal of understanding the major elements of team work, to avoid redundancies and promote the progression of learning. As well as putting the emphasis on these central elements associated with each of the monitoring sessions, the specialist promotes the practice of critical and constructive feedback within the framework of the meetings. Depending on the needs of the group, the specialist can insist on the use of feedback focused on individuals or on the team. The specialist promotes the development of a systemic and comprehensive vision of the group and insists on the taking into account of the effect of interactions between group members on the individuals and on the development of the team.

4. Conclusion

This article tried to explore what the parameters are, such as certain conditions, of the learning of collaborative work and of the development of skills for team work at the École Polytechnique de Montréal. Answering this kind of query involved identifying and clarifying how we treat, enlightened by a certain review of the literature, certain key concepts, approaches and team work methods in our practice. Our review of the literature has allowed us to note the abundance of research in this field and to detect a coherence, so as to construct our learning model and competency development. Of course, this training model is not definitive or exclusive, other concepts, methods and approaches could be possible. The possibility of using other ways, illustrates the complexity of the phenomenon that is the group, but especially the difficulties and interest that there are to attempt to find pedagogical methods for teaching and the development of competencies in this field, for our students. This is the challenge that we attempt to meet in laying the foundations of a pedagogical approach in team work for disciplines other than Human Science. Finally, we think that it would be useful to validate our efforts for skills development in our students through an in-depth study of their team work competencies, as perceived by the employer, either of the student in job placement or of the junior engineer starting their career. The study of the effects of this training, within the framework of a wider ranging research, could
certainly promote a greater advance of knowledge and a better accompanying (framework, guidance) of our students in the study of team work.
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